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ON THE BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR OF HOLOMORPHIC

MAPPINGS OF PLANE DOMAINS INTO

R1EMANN SURFACES

BY PENTTI JARVI

1. Since the pioneering work of Ohtsuka ([7], [8]), several papers have
dealt with Picard-type theorems for holomorphic mappings of plane domains
into Riemann surfaces. See, e.g., [2], [4], [5], [6], [9], [10], [12] and [13].
In this note we shall consider the behavior around null-sets of class NB and ND
(in the familiar notation of Ahlfors-Beurling [1]) of holomorphic mappings into
certain Riemann surfaces. Our result concerning the class NB (Theorem 1) can
be regarded as a generalization of a recent result of Shiga [12, Theorem 2].

2. We begin with some terminology. Let W be a Riemann surface and
EC.W a compact totally disconnected set. We say that E is of class NB (resp.
ND) in W if for each p^E there is a parametric disc (V, φ) in W such that
ptΞV, EΓλdV=0 and φ(Er\V) is of class NB (resp. ND). Let W* stand for the
Stoϊlow compactification of W, and let p^β—W*\W. We say that p is ^IB-
removable (resp. ^ID-removable) if there is a planar end VcW with p<^βv, the
relative ideal boundary of V, and a conformal map φ of V into the closed unit
disc £/cC such that φ(dV)—dΠ and U\φ(V) is of class NB (resp. ND). Obviously,
p^β is ^45-removable if and only if there is a Riemann surface W'1)W such
that p^W'^W and W'^W is of class NB in W. As usual, OAB denotes the
class of Riemann surfaces which do not carry nonconstant bounded holomorphic
functions, while OMD* stands for the class of Riemann surfaces without non-
constant meromorphic functions with a finite spherical Dirichlet integral.

THEOREM 1. Let D be α plane domain and let EC.D be a compact set of
class NB Let W be a Riemann surface which does not belong to OAB, and let
f : D\E-^W be a holomorphic mapping. Then there exists a Riemann surface
W"3W such that

(a) W'\W is of class NB in W and
(b) / extends to a holomorphic mapping /*: D—>W.

Proof. We may assume that / is nonconstant. Let g be a nonconstant
bounded holomorphic function in W. Since E<^NB, g f admits a holomorphic
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extension to D. Fix z^E. Then C l ( g ° f ; z), the cluster set of g f attached
to z, is a singleton. Since g is nonconstant, Cl(f z) must be totally discon-
nected. Hence, if taken with respect to the Stoϊlow compactification W*, Cl(f z)
is a singleton. In other words, / extends to a continuous mapping /* : D->W*.

Obviously, /* is holomorphic in D\E', where E' stands for (/*)~1(/3). We
claim that W'=W\Jf*(E') can be given a conformal structure, compatible with
that of W. Fix p^f*(E') and pick out z0^Ef such that p0=f*(zQ). Then
choose a Jordan domain U with z^U and E'Γ\dU=0, and let V bean end of
W such that /*(9£/)πF = 0 and pQ^βv. Let (Fn)n€Ξ# be a relative exhaustion
of V. We may assume that 3Vn consists of a finite number of Jordan curves
and there is no branch point of /* in (/*)"1(9Fn)Πί/, n^N. Observe that the
valence function of /*|£/\E' is finite and constant, say m, in V. Hence /*
defines a proper mapping of every component of (/*)~1(Fn)ΓW onto Vn for each
n^N. Furthermore, it is easy to see that (f*Y\Vn)Γ\U is connected for large
n. Indeed, let p^V and let KdU^E' be a compact connected set which con-
tains the preimages of p in U. Clearly, (f*)~\V n)Γ\U is then connected provided

Let bn(resp. b'n) be the number of the boundary curves of Fw(resp. ( f * Y l ( V n )
Γ\U), and let gn stand for the genus of Vn. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula,
we have

bf

n-2^m(2gn+bn-2) for large n.

On the other hand, b'n<mbn for such n. Hence mgn^m—l, whence gn^
(m— l)/m<l. Thus, Vn is planar for each n^N. In other words, we may
realize V as a plane domain bounded by a finite number of Jordan curves (cor-
responding to dV) and a closed set ^(corresponding to βv). Clearly, all that
remains is to show that F is of class NB But this follows from the correspond-
ing property of Er and the fact that a nonconstant holomorphic function is a
local homeomorphism off a discrete set recall that a countable union of sets of
class NB is again of class NB([11, p. 371]).

COROLLARY 1. Let D be a plane domain and let EdD be a compact set of
class NB. Let W be a Riemann surface which does not belong to OAB and whose
ideal boundary contains no ΛB-removable point. Let f : D\E-+W be a holomor-
phic mapping. Then f extends to a holomorphic mapping /* : D-+W.

We now indicate how a recent result of Shiga [12, Theorem 2] can be ob-
tained from Theorem 1. Following [12] we say that a Riemann surface W is
C-nondegenerate provided there exists ε>0 such that the Caratheodory length
of every nontrivial smooth closed curve on W exceeds ε.

COROLLARY 2 (Shiga [12]). Let D be a plane domain and let EaD be a
compact set of class NB. Let W be a C-nondegenerate Riemann surface and W a
Riemann surface which is a (possibly branched) covering surface over W with the
projection π : W-*W. Suppose that for each p in W there exists a neighborhood
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V of p such that every component of π~\V) is also C-nondegenerate. Let f :
D^E-^W be a holomorphic mapping. Then f extends to a holomorphic mapping
f*: D->W.

Proof. Since W is C-nondegenerate, W&OAB. Of course, W&OAB too.
Hence by Corollary 1, it is enough to show that the ideal boundary of W does
not possess ^-removable points. Assume it does have one, say p. Then there
is a Riemann surface W' such that p^W'^W and W'^ffi is of class NB in W'.
By Theorem 1, there exists a Riemann surface W'1)W such that π extends to
a holomorphic mapping π*: W'-*Wf.

Suppose first that f^(p)^W. Then, given any neighborhood V of /*(/>),
we can find a parametric disc (U, φ) of Wr such that p&U, UΓ\W is contained
in a component of π"\V) and dUΓ\(W'^W}=0. Recalling that Ur\(W'^W) is
of class NB in W' and making use of the relation NBC.ND as in [12] we see
that UΓ\W is not C-nondegenerate. Hence the same is true of the component
of π~\V) containing UΓ\W, contradicting the assumption.

There remains the case f*(p)^W'^W. Because W'^W(Φ0} is of class NB

in W, the argument given above shows that W cannot be C-nondegenerate.
This contradiction completes the proof.

THEOREM 2. Let D be a plane domain and let EdD be a compact set of
class ND. Let W be a Riemann surface which does not belong to OMD*> ond let
f : D\E-*W be a holomorphic mapping of bounded valence. Then there exists a
Riemann surface W'Ί^W such that

(a) W'\W is of class ND in W and
(b) / extends to a holomorphic mapping /*: D-*W.

Proof. Let g<^MD*(W} be nonconstant. Since / has bounded valence,
g°/eMD*CD\£). By [3, Theorem 2], g°f extends to a meromorphic function
in D. Hence C l ( g ° f ; z) is a singleton for each z^E. It follows, as in the
proof of Theorem 1, that / extends to a continuous mapping /*: D-*W*. Let
E' stand for ί/*)'1^). Then f*(E\E')<ΣW. Since f*\D\E' is continuous and
of bounded valence, /* is actually holomorphic in DvE'[3, Theorem 2]. From
now on the proof proceeds in complete analogy with the proof of Theorem 1.
Hence we may omit the details.

COROLLARY. Let D be a plane domain and let EdD be a compact set of
class ND. Let W be a Riemann surface which does not belong to OMD* and whose
ideal boundary contains no AD-removable point. Let f : D\E—>W be a holomor-
phic mapping of bounded valence. Then f extends to a holomorphic mapping f*:
D-+W.

We conclude this note with two open problems.
(1) Let D be a plane domain and let EdD be a compact set of class NB.

Let / be a holomorphic mapping of D\E into a Riemann surface W and suppose
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that for some z^E Cl(f z) is neither empty nor a singleton. Must then Cl(f z)
coincide with W? More generally, one may ask whether such mappings have
the localizable Iversen property [11, p. 365]. Note that the latter question seems
to be open even in the case that W is the Riemann sphere, while the former is
of course trivial in this special case. The problem has relevance to Theorem 1,
because there are Riemann surfaces in OAB with big or even arbitrary "holes"
(Myrberg, Kuramochi).

(2) Is Theorem 2 true without the assumption that W^OMD^
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